Information Meeting 2018 Presentation Q&A
Q: How will you grow the company further under the new Mid-term Direction you recently
announced?
A: We have so far achieved rapid growth by catering to smartphone manufacturers. In the
communication market, we expect to continue to grow with the spread of 5G technology. In
the automotive market, we have focused on MLCCs in the past. In the future we aim to
increase sales of other components as well. We will proceed to concentrate business
resources on the fast-growing automotive market for the time being. In the future, we will
also emphasize the energy and healthcare markets, where we plan to develop our business
by leveraging the technologies and other strengths of companies obtained via mergers and
acquisitions.
Q: You say MLCCs generate sharply increasing demand mainly in car electronics. Will the
currently planned increase in capacity be able to cover the fast growth in demand?
A: The plan for 10% annual increase in capacity assumes our current product mix. We are
convinced that progress in downsizing will enable us to increase capacity even further. Our
strategy in this regard is to move ahead with downsizing and improve productivity to ensure
a stable supply of MLCCs.
Q: What about new demand for capacitors other than MLCCs and the direction you plan to
proceed in expanding the business for non-MLCC capacitors?
A: We will develop silicon capacitors in applications that cannot be addressed by MLCCs.
Business expansion is also underway for the high temperature film capacitor we
manufacture through a joint venture with Shizuki Electric Co., Inc. A further area we want to
work on is aluminum electrolytic capacitors. Here, we aim to downsize the technology to
increase sales further.
Q: How are applications of MetroCirc™ being developed? What kind of uses is its
advantage in high-frequency characteristics expected to find?
A: While MetroCirc™ finds it difficult to differentiate itself from competing products in
low-frequency uses, it has an advantage when it comes to transmission losses in the
high-frequency region that is used by technologies such as 5G. In the 5G high-frequency
region, we expect growth in the use of MetroCirc™ in antennas and other applications. We
are accordingly developing a response to the future growth in demand.

Q: What are your business strategies and prospects for RF modules?
A: Our business strategy for the development and sales promotion of RF modules is to
prevent diverse allocation of business resources and focus on products for regions where
we can take advantage of our strengths. Going forward, we anticipate growth in demand for
modules used in 5G phones.
Q: What about new technologies in the battery segment and how are you coping with the
new market?
A: Cylindrical batteries are finding it difficult to differentiate themselves in terms of structure.
We will make the most of their advantages in terms of materials to provide products
featuring excellent characteristics. For laminated products, we are focusing on materials
development because material properties affect the characteristics of this type of battery.
The market for wearables is the target in commercializing all-solid-state batteries.
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